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Abstract
This research investigates hallucination detection in Large Language Models (LLMs) using datasets in the Arabic
language. As LLMs gain widespread application, they tend to produce hallucinations—grammatically coherent but
factually inaccurate content—posing substantial challenges. We participated in the OSACT 2024 Shared-task, which
focuses on the Detection of Hallucination in Arabic Factual Claims Generated by ChatGPT and GPT-4. Our approach
evaluates several methods for detecting and mitigating hallucinations, employing models such as GPT-4, Mistral,
and Gemini within an innovative experimental framework. Our findings demonstrate significant variability in the
models’ ability to categorize claims as Fact-Claim (FC), Fact-Improvement (FI), and Non-Fact (NF), highlighting the
challenges of dealing with hallucinations in morphologically complex languages. The results underline the necessity
for more sophisticated modelling and training strategies to improve the reliability and factual accuracy of the content
generated by LLMs. This study lays the foundation for future work on reducing the risks of hallucinations. Notably, we
achieved an F1 score of 0.54 in detecting hallucinations with the GPT-4 model.
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1. Introduction

LLMs have experienced a rapid increase in popu-
larity and application since the introduction of GPT
in 2021. Capable of producing diverse forms of
content including text, code, images, and videos,
these advanced models have revolutionized neural
natural language generation (NLG) systems. Their
enhanced realism in text generation has proven
beneficial across a variety of real-world applica-
tions such as question-answering, summarization,
translation, and paraphrasing. However, alongside
these advancements, LLMs face a significant chal-
lenge: the phenomenon of hallucination.

Hallucination, as defined by (Ji et al., 2023), is
the generation of text or responses that, while gram-
matically accurate and coherent, deviate from the
source inputs in terms of faithfulness or factual ac-
curacy. Essentially, it results in the production of
misaligned or factually incorrect information, pos-
ing substantial risks to the deployment of LLMs
in sensitive real-world applications. With the de-
mand for integrating LLMs into various domains to
streamline operations, addressing hallucinations
has become a critical concern.

Research to combat this issue generally adopts
two main strategies: hallucination detection and
mitigation. Hallucination Detection, as explored
in (Luo et al., 2024), entails identifying potential

hallucinations within LLM-generated responses, at
both token and sentence levels, to flag content that
significantly diverges from the input. Hallucination
Mitigation, on the other hand, aims to reduce the
occurrence of hallucinations by enhancing the fac-
tual accuracy and reliability of generated content,
with methods including the integration of knowledge
graphs and retrieval systems.

This study seeks to build upon existing research
on Hallucination Detection. The paper is organized
as follows: Section 2 reviews related work, Section
3 presents our proposed methodology, Section 4
discusses our experimental results, and Section
5 concludes the paper with a summary of our key
findings.

2. Related Work

Prior studies have focused on the detection of hal-
lucinations in LLMs. The research conducted by
Snyder et al. (2023) aimed to answer factual ques-
tions while examining outputs from three models:
OpenLLaMA, OPT, and Falcon. A variety of tech-
niques, including integrated gradient token attribu-
tion, SoftMax probabilities, self-attention scores,
and fully connected activations, were utilized to dis-
tinguish between hallucinated and non-hallucinated
generations. While input attribution sometimes per-
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Figure 1: General Framework for our proposed system and the prompt used for the task

formed only marginally better than random chance
across different datasets, other techniques demon-
strated superior performance on certain datasets.
Li et al. (2023) introduced HaluEval, a two-stage
framework designed to generate hallucinated sam-
ples and conduct high-quality hallucination filter-
ing to evaluate LLMs’ performance in recognizing
hallucinations. This framework incorporates strate-
gies such as knowledge retrieval, Chain-of-Thought
(CoT) reasoning, and sample contrast, enhancing
LLMs’ abilities to recognize hallucinations and ana-
lyze their informational blind spots.

Varshney et al. (2023) proposed an approach
for detecting and mitigating hallucinations, focusing
on the text generation process. Utilizing GPT-3.5,
their study showcased the effectiveness of detec-
tion and mitigation techniques, achieving an 88%
recall rate and successfully mitigating 57.6% of de-
tected hallucinations without introducing new ones.
Liang et al. (2024) emphasized the importance
of self-awareness in LLMs for mitigating factual
hallucinations. They proposed DreamCatcher, an
automated tool designed to evaluate the extent of
hallucinations in LLM outputs, classify them by fac-
tual accuracy, and provide data for refining LLMs to
reduce factual hallucinations. Additionally, the Re-
inforcement Learning from Knowledge Feedback
(RLKF) training framework aims to enhance the
factuality and honesty of LLM outputs.

In a comprehensive survey, Tonmoy et al. (2024)
discussed the issue of hallucination in LLMs and its
impact on their real-world deployment. They high-
lighted the importance of mitigating hallucinations
through prompt engineering and model develop-
ment techniques. Furthermore, they provided a
taxonomy of hallucinations in text generation tasks,
analyzed the theoretical aspects of hallucinations
in LLMs, and presented existing detection and im-

provement methods, proposing future research di-
rections in this area. This study aims to contribute
to the understanding and mitigation of hallucina-
tions in LLMs.

3. Methodology

In this section, we provide a detailed description
of the dataset released by the organizers of the
shared task, followed by an explanation of the task
itself. We then describe the methods we employed,
including the models we experimented with in this
study.

3.1. Data and Task Definition
The task involves working with datasets in the Ara-
bic language for Subtask A and Subtask B. For
our study, we participated exclusively in Subtask A.
In this subtask, participants are required to utilize
only the "claim" and "label" columns. The data is
tab-separated and includes columns for "claim ID,"
"word position," "readability," "model," "claim text,"
and "label." The labels—FC (Factually Correct), FI
(Factually Incorrect), and NF (Non-factual)—are
used to classify claims into these categories based
on their factual accuracy. While Subtask B permits
the use of all columns in the dataset, our focus
remained solely on Subtask A. Participants are
provided with training, development, and testing
datasets.

3.2. Models
In our initial experiments, we attempted to use Ara-
bic pre-trained models, such as AraBERT, and fine-
tuned them on the provided training data. Unfortu-
nately, this approach did not yield promising results,
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Figure 2: The confusion matrices for the three voter models: a) GPT-4, b) Mistral, c) Gemini and d)
ensemble (Majority Voting) for all three models, respectively.

with the maximum F1 score achieved being 44%.
Another approach was to represent the input as a
one sentence to try to learn the distribution (was
was assume to be one that generate correct and
wrong sentences) of the data ℘ (this assumption
was extremely hard to implement). The model used
to represent the sentence (input) was "distiluse
base multilingual cased" from sentence transform-
ers library (Reimers and Gurevych, 2019) that has
a 512 dimensions then was forwarded to a neu-
ral network. Despite trying multiple architectures,
this approach did not produce encouraging results,
prompting us to explore alternative methods.

The main idea of this experiment is to test LLMs
ability to detect hallucinations or classify given infor-
mation as either factually correct, factually incorrect,
or non-factual (data that is not declarative). This
was achieved by forwarding the text, wrapped in
a comprehensive prompt, to control the output for-
mat. The LLMs used were GPT-4 and Gemini, both
capable of handling Arabic text directly, and Mistral
7B, which was used with a pipeline approach due to
its training on English. For Mistral 7B, inputs were
translated to English using the Google Translate
API before being fed into the model, which was
accessed through the Hugging Face Transformers
library.

• GPT-4 (OpenAI et al., 2024): GPT-4, the latest
iteration in OpenAI’s Generative Pre-trained
Transformer series, marks a significant leap
in natural language processing. With a larger
model size and enhanced architecture, GPT-4
excels in tasks like text generation, comprehen-
sion, and translation. Its adaptability across
various linguistic domains and improved fine-
tuning capabilities make it versatile for applica-
tions such as conversational agents and senti-
ment analysis. Despite its technical prowess,
GPT-4 prioritizes ethical AI development, fo-
cusing on bias mitigation and safety measures.
Overall, GPT-4 represents a milestone in NLP,
offering unprecedented sophistication and eth-
ical considerations for human-computer inter-
action and communication.

• Gemini (Team and Rohan Anil, 2023): Gemini,

a multimodal AI model by Google, compre-
hends text, code, and figures, allowing it to
read vast scientific literature, reason across
disciplines, and answer complex questions.
This empowers researchers to conduct faster
literature reviews, generate novel hypotheses,
and gain insights from complex datasets, ulti-
mately accelerating scientific discovery.

• Mistral : (Jiang et al., 2023) Mistral 7B is a
high-performing language model with 7 billion
parameters designed for superior efficiency.
It surpasses even larger models like Llama 2
(13 billion parameters) across various bench-
marks. Mistral 7B particularly outshines in
reasoning, mathematics, and code generation
compared to Llama 1 (34 billion parameters).
The model employs grouped-query attention
(GQA) for faster inference and sliding window
attention (SWA) to handle sequences of any
length efficiently. Additionally, a fine-tuned ver-
sion, Mistral 7B – Instruct, excels in following
instructions, outperforming Llama 2 13B – chat
model in both human and automated bench-
marks. Overall, Mistral 7B demonstrates out-
standing performance and efficacy in natural
language processing tasks.

4. Experiments and Results

In this section, we detail the procedure adopted to
tackle the problem, beginning with the development
of an effective and comprehensible prompt for the
used LLMs.

4.1. Experimental Setup

The final prompt, arrived at after several iterations,
is depicted in Figure 1. This prompt was utilized
with GPT-4, Gemini, and Mistral. For the Mistral
model, sentences were translated to English using
the Google Translate API before being fed into the
model, due to its English-centric training.
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Model Precision Recall F1-score
GPT-4 0.67 0.51 0.54
Gemini 0.58 0.38 0.34
Mistral 0.67 0.43 0.42

Table 1: Results for Subtask A on Dev set.

Model Precision Recall F1-score
GPT-4 0.663 0.495 0.516

Table 2: Test Results for Subtask A on test set.

4.2. Results
Our study on the detection of hallucination in Arabic
statements generated by LLMs revealed how differ-
ent models, including GPT-4, Mistral, and Gemini,
performed in classifying claims into FC, FI, and NF.
The outcomes, presented in Table 1 and through
confusion matrices in Figure 2, demonstrate varied
model performances. GPT-4 showed overall strong
performance but faltered with FI claims, highlight-
ing a deficiency in grasping nuanced content. Mis-
tral had limited success, especially with FI claims,
which revealed its difficulty with complex classifi-
cations. Gemini, while accurate with NF claims,
showed a low recall rate, indicating a potential
overemphasis on specific claim types. The use
of a Majority Voting technique improved the recall
for FC claims but did not significantly improve the
classification of FI and NF claims. This highlights
the complex nature of nuanced text classification
and the need for improved modelling and training
approaches to handle the intricacies of languages
such as Arabic effectively.

The variance in the performance of different mod-
els in various categories highlights the importance
of carefully selecting models and utilizing ensem-
ble methods in downstream tasks. The consistent
challenge faced with FI claims across all models
calls for further investigation into the models’ ability
to identify and categorize subtle factual changes.
In addition, the partial success of the Majority Vot-
ing method suggests that combining model outputs
does not entirely solve the nuanced classification
challenges, which indicates a potential focus for
future research in model architecture or training
data refinement. Ultimately, we submitted our final
results based on the findings obtained from GPT-4,
as detailed in Table 2.

5. Conclusion

Identifying and categorizing sentences as factual,
non-factual, or uncertain is a challenging task. This
challenge arises from the need for models to in-
terpret and extract factual meaning, which is not
always a straightforward task. In our research, we
introduced a structured prompt designed to utilize

LLMs as a tool for factual verification. We tested
several models, including GPT-4, Gemini, and Mis-
tral, and found that GPT-4 was the most effective,
achieving a Macro F1 Score of 0.54. In future work,
we plan to investigate the optimization of Arabic
LLMs, with a particular focus on models like Jais,
AceGPT, AraGPT, and ArabianLLM, to enhance
further their capabilities in verifying factual content.
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